
APR 1 11975 

JDW, 	
5/474 Your 4/5 note accompanying the Pacific Sun's Razzmitazz recommends it as a care for low blood pressure. "ine has been elevated for a few days but it was just what the doctor ordered for sitting in a stiff breeze with the inside temperature at 400  as it was x for what I suppose might be called a mild and temporary depression. 

This morning the new living room floor was sanded then had a filler put in and then a finish coat. Fir it to dry before Lil gets home it needed air. Well, air in strong motion is not something we've lacked for close to a week. It does cut as it rushes past the one place not completely cluttered by ixi all the furniture and flowers that had to be moved. 
(I guess I'd better recognize it. Today is my 62nd birthday, of Razz didn6.t raise the blood pressure a bit, and it must mean that I'm getting old. Or used to the Razzes.) Hour later. The floor is done except for the trim, I got practically no work dome by moving into the kitchen and have much work to get what i moved packed into some kind of order. 

So I'll dispense with the Razzing. It is frightful stuff, more so because he and apparently Stanley take it all as real. Korff, it seems, is not really alone. Poor ''ixon. Framed into Watergate in which he is not innocent. 
You are cprrect about the use of the orphans, so many of whom diedi in order to be saved from their own people. But have you stopped to think that as with the POWs it is not original? mach is an improvisation of somet4ng earlier. 
I got a pack of Galoises from a j=ritish filmmaker, my borthday present. To my- self, faced with all this added chaos, my present is bed a little after 10. 

Thanks, 


